September 14, 2022
Edward Schenk
Stormwater Manager
City of Flagstaff Water Services
2323 N Walgreens Blvd, Ste 1
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
Subject: Stormwater Utility Rate Adjustment Study

The City of Flagstaff has maintained a separate stormwater utility since 2003, which is funded
primarily by a stormwater utility rate assessed on an Equivalent Rate Unit (ERU) basis. The current
stormwater rate of $3.74/ERU generates just over $4M in revenue annually and was set in 2018 to provide
debt servicing associated with the Rio de Flag Flood Control Project and to supplement the existing
Stormwater Capital Improvement Program. Several events since the most recent rate adjustment have
combined to make the current stormwater rate insufficient to meet current and future community needs.
These events include post-wildfire flood mitigation needs, critical infrastructure upsizing needs in multiple
drainage areas, deferred CIP projects identified in the 2010 Northeast Area Master Drainage Study, and
rapidly increasing materials and construction costs worldwide. Here, we intend to assess the overall
financial condition of the stormwater utility and develop the appropriate rates to meet those needs.
Our financial condition analysis will be heavily impacted by November 2022 ballot proposition
441. If passed, this proposition would provide a total of $26M in funding for critical stormwater
infrastructure improvements through a general obligation bond issuance. If not passed, funding for these
capital projects will need to come from revenue bonds and higher stormwater fees. Water Resources
Economics (WRE) has evaluated both scenarios and developed the appropriate rates for each.
Operating costs for the stormwater fund have increased significantly in recent years. Increased
wildfire activity around Flagstaff has resulted in the need for more regular flood response and stormwater
infrastructure improvements, with the city spending over $2M in the last two years on post-fire flood
response. With climate change worsening, growing detention basin maintenance needs, and deferred
capital projects still years away from completion, the trend of increased operating costs is expected to
continue for the foreseeable future. WRE, along with city staff, has developed the following projections
for operating costs for the stormwater fund through 2028/2029 (Table 1).
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Additional Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Requirements are related to the growing needs of
the community and stormwater fund. They cover things like increases in personnel, capital equipment,
pre-season flood mitigation, detention basin maintenance, and master planning and modeling. Ongoing
detention basin maintenance alone is projected to cost the fund in excess of $1.8M each of the next five
years -- more than the entire regular O&M budget in those same years and years past. Personnel costs
are projected to increase 4.3% annually to account for salary and benefit increases, while most other costs
are projected to increase by 2%. Even with these modest projections, the current stormwater rate will not
generate sufficient revenue to meet ongoing O&M requirements or future capital improvement needs.
The stormwater fund is also facing significant capital expenditures in the coming years. This is due
in large part to the recent wildfires and the associated stormwater infrastructure improvements required.
However, there are also multiple deferred capital projects identified as critical in the 2010 Northeast Area
Master Drainage Study (NEAMDS) that will require funding during the period. In total, over $88M in capital
projects will require funding over the life of this study. The completion of these critical capital projects is
expected to reduce emergency response costs. The table below lists anticipated capital projects through
fiscal year (FY) 2028/2029 (Table 2).
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These capital projects will be funded through a combination of PayGo (cash funded), Revenue
bonds, grant funded, and General Obligation (GO) bonds (if approved). The stormwater fund is planning
to issue new debt to cover future capital improvement needs and to fill in any gaps in funding. If voters
do not approve the GO bond, additional revenue bonds will need to be issued and paid by future
stormwater fees. The table below shows the proposed funding distribution for these capital projects,
assuming the GO bond is approved (Table 3).

In addition to these future anticipated debts, the stormwater fund has two recently issued debts
with annual debt service payments averaging $760,000 over the next five years. The debt service details
for the fund’s current debts can be seen in the table below (Table 4).

For any future debt issuances, we assume a 20-year term and a 4.75% interest rate. The debt
service schedule for the proposed new debt is included below (Table 5).

Currently, the stormwater fund receives the bulk of its funding through a stormwater rate
assessed on the monthly Municipal Services Bill. The rate is charged based on the “Equivalent Rate Units”
(ERU) of a property, which is equal to the total square footage of impervious surface area divided by 1,500
square feet, with 1,500 determined to be the most equitable basis of distribution. Currently, residential
properties have a maximum of 5 ERUs, while the average residential property has 3 ERUs. We propose
raising this residential limit to 10 ERUs as part of this rate adjustment process. Commercial properties do
not have a maximum number of ERUs, though we assume averages of 220 ERUs for commercial – big box
and 14 ERUs for commercial – restaurants. There are approximately 100,000 ERUs currently being
assessed the stormwater rate in the City and this number is expected to grow by about 1% annually due
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to new development. This means that the current monthly rate of $3.74/ERU generates roughly $4.4M
per year for the stormwater fund, which represents 99% of its total non-grant related revenue.
Additionally, there are some miscellaneous revenues from Grading & Drain Fields and Drainage Reporting
Reviews, though these amounts are largely immaterial for the purpose of this rate study. Similarly, grant
revenue is extremely difficult to project past a couple years and we have no estimates beyond FY
2023/2024. The following table shows projected revenue under the status quo (Table 6).

Note: GO Bond Reimbursement amount here is equal to the GO Bond
debt service amount from above as it would be repaid through the
voter approved property tax revenue. If GO Bonds are not approved,
these will be additional Revenue Bonds.

The stormwater fund has a beginning balance of $13,010,222 for FY 2022/2023, which includes
the proceeds from its recent debt issuance. Its current reserve policy is to maintain an operating reserve
of 25% of revenue. As evidenced by the wildfire and flood events of the last few years, an additional
emergency reserve should be established and slowly built-up to respond to future natural disasters and
climate change events. We propose gradually building an emergency reserve fund of $2M by FY
2027/2028 in addition to maintaining the operating reserve at 25% of revenue.
We can now combine the stormwater fund’s projected revenues, expenses (CIP and operating),
debt (current and proposed), reserve targets, and beginning cash balance as described above to provide
the projected cash flow statement through FY 2028/2029. Here, we summarize the assumptions used to
produce the “status quo” financial plan (Table 7).
1. Stormwater rate remains constant at $3.74/ERU
2. 1% annual growth in revenue base due to new development
3. Voters approve GO bonds for $26M in November
4. Target emergency reserves of $2M by FY 2028/2029
5. No grant revenue beyond FY 2023/2024
6. Beginning Balance of $13,010,222 for FY 2022/2023
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In the graphic above, the bars represent the fund’s revenue while the shaded areas represent
expenses and debt service. The black line, which is constantly sloping downward under the status quo,
represents the fund’s cash position, while the red dotted line represents the fund’s minimum operating
threshold. Ideally, we would want these two lines to be approaching parallel (with the black line on top)
by the end of the study, representing stabilization between the fund’s cash position and ongoing operating
needs.
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As we can see, under the status quo financial plan, the fund will go negative sometime during FY
2024/2025. The Debt Service Coverage Ratio remains negative throughout the length of the study and the
fund’s cash position at the end of FY 2028/2029 is negative $35M. Current revenues are insufficient to
meet the rising operating costs and future capital expenditure requirements of the stormwater fund.
Without significant increases to the stormwater rate, the fund will not be able to meet the community’s
stormwater needs within the next three years.
Proposition 441, which would provide $26M in GO bond revenue for stormwater capital projects
if approved, will be the primary factor affecting our stormwater rate analysis. As such, WRE has evaluated
two scenarios and developed the appropriate rates for each. Under Scenario 1: GO Bond Approved, voters
pass Proposition 441 in November, providing $26M in funding for stormwater capital improvements to
be repaid through property tax revenue. Under Scenario 2: GO Bond Not Approved, voters do not pass
Proposition 441 and that $26M in funding comes from higher stormwater fees and an additional revenue
bond. Both scenarios are presented, with annual rate increases assumed to be implemented in January
each year (Table 8).

Under both scenarios, rate increases in the first two years of the study are significant on a
percentage basis, though the current rate is low on the national level based on the complexity of the
Stormwater Section (See Appendix A - Western Kentucky University Stormwater Utility 2021 Survey).
Stormwater section responsibility varies between communities in that certain communities are focused
on water quality issues. Initial large increases are followed by moderate increases averaging 3.5% annually
over the final five years of the study under both scenarios. While it may seem like a large initial jump in
the first year of the study, consider that Flagstaff has experiences multiple wildfires and devastating
climate change events since the last time the rate was reviewed. Rate adjustments are necessary to align
the stormwater rate with the fund’s capital, operating, debt service, and reserve needs over the life of
this rate study. The complete financial plans associated with each scenario are presented on the following
pages (Table 9, 10).
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Under Scenario 1: Go Bond Approved, we can see that the bars representing stormwater rate
revenue reflect a clear increase in 2023 and 2024, before somewhat leveling off in later years. The GO
bond (dark brown) is the only other significant source of revenue beyond FY 2023/2024. Here, the fund’s
cash position is drawn down over the first two years of the study to pay for some large capital projects,
though it stays positive throughout the study and is always above the fund’s operating threshold.
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Scenario 2: GO Bond Not Approved Financial Plan

Under Scenario 2: GO Bond Not Approved, the lost GO bond revenue is replaced by an additional
revenue bond and higher stormwater rates. After FY 2023/2024, 100% of the fund’s revenue is
represented by the orange bars -- stormwater rate revenue. There are slightly larger increases to the rate
in the first two years, with most other aspects of the chart staying the same. The slight variation in the
shape of the operating threshold line is due to the operating reserve being based on a percentage of
revenue – since the stormwater rate is higher under Scenario 2: GO Bond Not Approved, the required
operating reserve will also be higher.
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Finally, we must consider the impact of these changes on the average customer. For residential
customers, we used an average of 3 ERUs; for commercial big box customers, we used an average of 220
ERUs; for restaurants, we used an average of 14 ERUs (Table 11, 12, 13).

Here we can see the effect of Proposition 441 on the stormwater rates by considering the
difference between the average monthly bill under each scenario. Under the more favorable Scenario 1:
GO Bond Approved, the average residential customer would see their monthly bill increase by $8.42.
Likewise, the average commercial restaurant would see a monthly increase of $39, while the average
commercial big box would see an increase of $617 per month under Scenario 1. Under Scenario 2: GO
Bond Not Approved, the average residential customer would see their bill increase by $14.03 per month,
or $168.30 in the first year.
It is important for customers to understand the growing and critical needs of the stormwater fund
and the role the stormwater rate plays in achieving those needs. As the City of Flagstaff continues to
recover from wildfires and climate change events, it is essential that the stormwater fund is prepared to
serve its community’s needs not just today but in the future. Despite current cash reserves in excess of
$13M, the stormwater fund would see a negative cash balance in FY 2024/2025 without some type of rate
increase or service level reduction under the status quo financial plan. Therefore, staff is requesting that
the City Council review the stormwater rates so that this enterprise fund is financially prepared for an
uncertain future.
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Appendix A
Western Kentucky University Stormwater Utility 2021 Survey
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$/1,000 SF per month
City
Piqua, OH
1.24
Hampton Township, PA
1.25
Statesville, NC
1.57
Apex, NC
1.67
Greenwood, IN
1.79
Flagstaff, AZ (Current)
2.49
Monroe, NC
2.63
Medford, OR
2.75
Cocoa, FL
2.98
Salt Lake City, UT
3.04
Park City, UT
3.05
Miami-Dade, FL
3.23
Fort Worth, TX
3.59
Durham, NC
3.63
Park Ridge City, Illinois
3.93
Margate, FL
3.97
Aurora, CO
4.18
Port Angeles
4.22
Pittsburgh, PA
4.26

$/1,000 SF per month
City
Chattanooga, TN
4.35
Flagstaff, AZ (S1)
4.37
Albany, OR
4.62
Ogden, UT
5.23
Alameda, CA
5.59
Flagstaff, AZ (S2)
5.61
Palo Alto, CA
6.02
Norfolk, VA
6.53
Newport News, VA
6.67
Virginia Beach, VA
6.73
Marysville, WA
7.93
Yakima County
8.19
Issaquah, WA
8.95
Milwaukie, OR
9.32
Mukilteo, WA
9.37
Des Moines, IA
11.34
Mountlake Terrace, WA
11.84
Portland, OR
13.02
Washington, DC
18.14
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